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PLANNING FARM LAYOl. IT
There are many advantages in having a of production he wishes to car t. H
farm correctly planned and weU laid out. does notusuall haveadee k Id f

The well planned fann has a bigl!er value the principles of farm Iannin , nor h' h
per acre because production is more the breadth which comesthrouh I

efficient; net returns are higher, whilst the other farms, with their man and varie^

potential for higher gross production is problems. The successful fann I I
better because good desigy aidsthe adoption from the inte ration of th x
of soundproductionmethods. skinofboth Ianner dl dhld

Possibly the greatest advantageofplan- The factor t b 'd d'

wingisthatitsimplifiessubsequentfarm
are inari andvari inI ,h ,
management andthemaintenanceofim- be rearded fU' d h' '

provemeritsandassets. headin:
The main requirement for planning layphysical factors, such as chinate,
out is a thorough understanding of the (1) Fixed
soils, slope, and area of farm. A1many aspects of land use, and of the ways
though these factors are capable of
in which these may be best integrated.
some manipulation, for example, by
Decisions in planning are usually coinpurchase of additional land or by jinpromises. For example, to what extent
provemerit of soil structure or fertility,
should land be subdivided by fencing? At
they are forthe purpose of planning not
one extreme there would be no fencingusuaUy significantly so.

no overhead or maintenance costs in fenc-

ing. But then there would be none of the
undoubted advantages which subdivision

(2)

brings. At the opposite extreme manage-

merit could be hindered by too many sinan
paddocks and high capital investment cost.
The optimum will vary from farm to farm
and for each different form of production.
As no two fanms are exactly alike, and

fanners differ in their ways of using land,
there are no arbitrary formulae for planning

layout,

Variable physical factors, such as the
type of enterprise proposed, vegetation,
subdivision, water supply, access, and

farm management. Here there is generany considerable room for planning
and for adjustment of the various

factors.

(3 )

Economic restrictions, such as avana-

binty of developmental and working
capital, markets and profit margins,
and lastly, but not least, the managerial
ability of the landholder or his

DESIGN

In the past most fann design has been
done by landholders themselves; not without some notable successes. 011 many farms,

manager.

These factors can to some extent be sub-

stituted in various situations but they do
tend to affect the rate of adoption of planhowever, it is clear that fencing, road IOCa- rimg proposals, the priorities to be adopted
tion, land use, and so on, have not been and the actual limitations to realistic planrimg. They should not, of course, affect the
designed at an. They have obviously re- basic
principles involved, only the details
SUIted from decisions based on expedienc ,
resulting in many inefficient and unfortunate deriving from the adoption of these prtn-

farm layouts.

ciples.

The Soil Conservation Service farm planFarm planning is an involved task calling
for certain skills. It is unlikely that the ideal rimg scheme helps farmers plan their farms

plan would be the work of one inari, especi-

along sound soil conservation lines.

ally in a case of a property involving several
preparing a desigyi of farm layout
land classes. The farmer knows his land theWhen
planner will visit the farm to assess land
better than anyone else, he also should capability and use this and other farm feaknow his financial resources and the t e tures as the basis for the final design.

,
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He classifies the land according to its
highest potential as fann land, using eight
standard classes in the following system:

absorption banks, diversion banks,
and deep contour ripping are
necessary

in addition to the

(i) No specialsoil conservation practices necessary.
(it) Simple soil conservation practices
necessary, such as contour cultivation, adequate crop rotations and
good soil management.
(in) Intensive soil conservation measures such as graded banks, water-

practices for Class (iv) on lands
which have slopes generally less
than 33 per cent.
(vi) Good management practices are
necessary. These may include linttation of livestock, broadcasting of
seed and fertilizer, prevention of
fire and destruction of vermin, together with retention of green timber on slopes above 33 per cent.

ways and diversion banks Deces-

Structural soil conservation mea-

sary in addition to the practices for
Class (it)-

sures are usuaUy impracticable on
this steep or broken or rocky land.
Timbered land-not suitable for grazing
(vii) Land best suited for green timber
for any of the following reasons:
erosion hazard, steepness, shallowness, or infertility. Generally live-

Land suitable for cultivation

Land suitable for grazing
(iv) Simple soil conservation practices
such as pasture improvement, livestock control, application of fertiIizer and contour chisel PIOugliing

stock should be excluded.

necessary on lands which have

slopes generally less than 15 per
cent.

(v) Intensive soil conservation mea-

001erland

(vin) Cliffs, lakes, swamps, and other
land unusable for agricultural or

sures such as pasture furrows,
,

,
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grazing purposes.
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Clearing of virgin forest should be planned in advance, so that woodlots cam be left where
required, and farm development can proceed along desired limes.
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open stand of cypress pine left to provide stock shelter. Less yam bl
removed from this woodlot.

The broad principle used here is to grade

land classes from best to worst. While some

Further discussions win resolve these

differences in approach. The farm plan,
exceptions may apply, generaUy productivity which is now the result of close CO-OPeralso follows the order used.
It should be rioted that this is a land

cal^ability, not a land use classification, and

indicates potential use.

ation between a skined farm planner and a
practical farmer, and perhaps other advisers
as well, is then drafted. This plan then
forms a basis for future development of the

farm,

After classifying land in this manner, the

planner then sets out the permissible usage
and recommends farm layout changes and

erosion control measures.

An relevant information is plotted onto

an enlarged aerial photograph of the prop-

erty, . generally at a scale of 1:7 500. This

SUEDnriSiON

To assist efficient farm management, it is
necessary to have land unit areas of convenient size and number,

The first step is to identify major land

capability zones. The second is to subdivide

win 'indude fencing location, watering points, these where necessary into units suited to
farm roads, conservation works, and so on.

the enterprises to be operated.
The optimum size and number of padplan is left with the fanner who, from his docks,
whnst varying generaUy with the size
intimate knowledge of the farm and its of the holding
and the type of farming enter
capabilities and to suit his own personal prise, is a problem which cannot always be
preferences, may suggest modifications to the completely resolved. If the area were
proposals.
uniform in soil fertility, soil and aspect, and

When the proposals are completed the

.

.
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only one type and intensity of production Grit production programme, nor will they rewere to be practised, it would be possible main ideal throughout all phases of a cur
to detemiine with some accuracy the o ti- rent rotation. Any decision is necessarily a

mum size and number of paddocks.

Almost invariably, however, the farm in-

cludes several classes of land, each camn

compromise between conflicting needs.

On land used for a variety of purposes,

the use which demands the greatest cost in-

for different management and use. Producput, and which produces the highest return
tion wiU also include various combinations on capital, is usually the one which dictates

of crops and livestock and, over time, the reatet'

changes in the relative profitabilityprovemerits.
of each. rovement
This applies not only to

This leads to variations in the amount and fencing but also roads, drainage and level-

intensity of production. Hence paddock ling, cultivation and structural soil consersizes ideal now, may not be so with a differ-

vation measures.
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from excessive stocking fitsi"with paddockmo"t. eway
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Fencing along the crests of ridges on grimng land reduces
maintenance problems and makes fann access easier.

This is so even though this use may not

occupy the land for the greater part of the

acre returns. To achieve satisfactory re-

turns on capital invested, smaller paddocks

time. For example, if a wheat-pasture Iey for intensive management are usually
required.
has to be so arranged that a regular proporWeU distributed and adequate stock
tion of the arable area can be cropped each
year. This allows stock to be exduded from watering points and fairly continuous pasthe cropped area and provides for regular ture growth are necessary if rotational grazrotation is to be practised, then subdivision

production from year to year.
Subdivision of grazing land should allow

for adequate stock management, and for
regular rotation and resting of pastures,
where this is desirable to maintain pasture

vigour.

There is a degree of correlation between

ing is to give maximum benefits. Conditions

which permit this are generaUy found in

better rainfall areas.

In the more and western areas of this

State water points are few, land values and

carrying capacity are lower, rotational grazing has limited application and paddock
sizes are very large.

property size and paddock area; the larger
the property the larger the paddocks. This
The position of main subdivisions Is
tendency may however be modified by IOCa- generally largely dictated by topographical
tion and land values. GeneraUy the biglier features, whilst the less important subdivi-

the value the more economic it becomes to
subdivide.

SIons give greater scope for personal
preference.

Higliland values are generany the result Ridge crests are often favoured f b-

of demandforlandwhich, being inariarba division. Thesesite a f
of suitable climate, soils or in proximity to damage and the fence i I I'k I
markets, is capable of producing high per buried under erosion debris. A d
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are better drained, posts also are less

affected by rot or rust, while the lighter
vegetative cover on the stony ridges reduces
fire risk.

for water disposal, subdivision fencing can
also be used to protect it from excessive

grazing.

A signficant difference may be noted here

Such sites are also generaUy favourable
for farm roads; fences and roads being often
found together, particularly on pasture land.

between arable and grating land subdivi-

of stock to and from these camps.
011 arable lands, where slopes

contour down to the main drainage fines,
which they then parallel.

sions. Whereas grazing areas may have
major subdivisions along the main ridges
In grazing country some situations call and minor ones down secondary ridges,
for subdivision across a slope to control the arable lands are often better served by havlocation of sheep camps and the movement ing minor subdivisions at riglit angles to the
are

generally less steep, subdivision often follows the drainage lines and water courses

rather than the ridges.

unit areas for cultivation.

This gives larger

At first sight, a fence on this location

Other natural boundaries often used for

subdivision are major changes in slope, in

soiltype, or even in natural vegetation. in

the latter case, for example, it may be decided to clear for cultivation inanee land on

would appear to be most winerable to flood one side of the fence and retain as shelter

damage. This is riot always the case how- or woodlot a greybox-c ress me stand
ever. Where a drainage line is to be used the other.
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Subdivision fences, particularly in arable country, may be located with advanta e alon
drainagelinesor waterways. Wherethese have to be fenced to control arm th' b
incorporated into the subdivision design. In this instance the gully is rotected b
of son conserving structures which also provide water for stock.
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A suitable system of subdivision usually
includes fences which intercept at or about

right angles. This means that while some

run up and down slope, other subdivisions

are across slope. The latter should idealy

be on the contour, both for control of
erosion and avoidance

of flood damage.

Fences laid out in this way do not divert

concentrated water flows, which intercept at
riglit angles and pass through without
damage.

Cultivation on the contour, banks to retain or divert run-off, and other structural

erosion control measures, are more easily

used when fences are on the contour.

Often fences are laid out so that they lie just

through suitably designed flood gates is at

times the only method which will enable
rabbit-proof fences to be built and main.

tamed below slopes

volumes of run-off.

which shed large

Apart from the effect of netting fences,

there are other water diverting features

associated with subdivision desigy. Vehide

and stock tracks tend to be found along

paddock boundaries and these often become
diversion channels. In arable areas there is

a tendency to plough paranelto and as close
to the fence as machinery permits, the first

furrow slice being thrown outwards. By

repeating this process many times a defined
plough bank is built paraUel to the fence.

below the site of a diversion bank, particu- Where these features appear water may be
Iarly when both are separatin!^ gently sloping diverted, concentrating more and more
arable land from steeper grazing country.
mm-off as it goes, creating an erosion
Subdivision on the contour often allows

the siting of fann road, fence, and bank

problem.

Water naturally tends to flow at right

dose together. A diversion bank placed angles to the contour from higher to lower
just above a fence and road can give pro^C- levels. Fences which are also at right angles
tion to both, while diversion of run<>ff to the contour do not intercept this water.
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Areas mumited to other uses can be fenced out and developed as farm wondlIs.
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The other factor to be considered in
and truck crop areas on rich
subdivision is actual paddock shape. Here vegetableats,
an 'vision and fencing go

a^ann management practices are the first
criteria to be considered.

Long narrow paddocksshould be avoided.

A boundary fence defines the farm area

and proclaims private ownership of land.
They require additional fencing per unit area More
it is necessary for the
and often create stock management and controlimportantly,
of livestock and vermin. Internal

cropping problems.

subdivision fencing likewise serves a prima

purpose of
of animal
animal control.
control.
Where structural earthworks are nece, _ Purpose

sary subdivision will be largely dictated by
toprotectnaturalorconstructedwat, ,,, '''''' GnCGd. Livestockmaynot

avoided, or where this cannot b, d, ,, ,h, y ' 00 yaUa G to leave out of ,,, d, ,.

wood, ts "" ''"' usedforfarm benignerthancostofiabour-EV ' in'
boundaries maybesimpl markedb I
FENCE DESIGN

inanent corner stones.

almost mmversal practice in Australia
Fencing is accepted in most Australian of The
fencing,
is then a reflection both of the
rural enterprises as being a necessary part unportant part
which livestock plays in our
of farm management. Except for a few

rural management, and of the econonxics of
limited applications such as sugar cane, or fencing
against other forms of stock control.

**,***>I**,*~,;***.~***,-*,-:;;******:***\- ~*<1~***\*;*****-*;;******;*;****t*,-.*.*,*************;**-*****/<****
;******;;*****it*****,,,***;*****;*\***;******
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Stock tracks throngli a badly located gate can cront
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At the same time fencing involves a major
investment of capital. It should be restricted
to the minimum necessary for efficient management and of a design which will achieve
the desired results for the least cost.

It is therefore necessary to keep these
aspects always in mind, even though actual

fence construction is beyond the scope of
the present booklet.
Gates

There are many types of fences available
to suit the various requirements of the farm.

The use of high tensile wire; very long
panels; wood, concrete, or steel fence posts
and droppers; netting, mesh, plain, or
barbed wire, all permit of greater flexibility

in design to meet a specific purpose.

Even a decision as to the use of a fixed

fence or a temporary movable barrier, such
as an electric fence to meet a specific need,

will have an effect on the foal subdivision
plan.

Often too, the selection of a fence desim

It would seem that fence and roadway
layout should decide the location of gates.
This is however not entirely so, since factors

which influence the salection of a site for a

gate could also influence the location of both
fences and roads.

Gates are used not only for access by

vehicles but also by stock. This can be
very important if stock are given the run of

more than one paddock, with perhaps water
or shade in one paddock and feed in the

other. Stock tracks can be a major cause
of concentration of run-off and erosion in

grazing areas. Where they fan out up slope
will affect the economics of a particular from the gateway they witl directintercepted
subdivision location, for instance the use of run-off to this point. These concentrated
long panels and high tensile wire where

rocky ground would make a closer post
spacing uneconomical.

flows then usuany leave the gateway by
means of one track, which can rapidly
develop into a gully.

II
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Steep overgrazed and overdeared slopes discharge run-off on to the I I
siltationoffemcesandsecondaryg"11ying '
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If "bed logs" are not used there is also The largest item of farm machinery or

a tendency for gateways to be lowered by number of stock likely to passthrougl! a gate
the frequent passage of vehicles and stock. usually determines its size. Sometimes a

These powder the soilleaving it in an ideal small gate can be enlarged for infrequent
state for removal by wind or running water. passage of large machinery by the use of a

When this occurs the lowered surface can panel and removable dummy post.

become impassable in wet weather.

Low lying areas and natural watercourses
are the least suitable sites for gates. On the

The type of gate selected often depends
on the frequency of use. The main entrance,

and some of the more frequently used internal gates, may have adjacent ramps for

other hand the top of a steep hill or knoll motor vehicles. At the other extreme are

may also be unsuitable for vehicular access.

A well drained area with a minimum of

slope is usuaUy best. If likely to receive
outside run-off, a diversion bank to inter-

CGpt this water may be all that is needed to
improve the site.
In planning gateways it must be recaUed

some little used gates which may even be of
wire and dropper construction.
In every case due consideration must be

given to both the purpose of the gateway
and the use to which it is to be put.
LAND CLEARING AND TREES

that not all gates are on farm roads; many
Although few would dispute that the
are used infrequently for the passage of clearing of agricultural and pastoral land is
stock or farm machinery. When planning necessary, there has been a tendency in AUSthese, both immediate and long term farm tralia to clear too much. Sound judgment
management must be considered, especially and an appreciation of land capability is
the fanning and grazing rotations to be needed to decide what areas of farm should
practised.

be cleared, and to what extent.

*

Structural soil conservation works can be rused to convey excess
run-off to farm water points and so serve a dual punpose.

.
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Drainage limes jin arable lands can be grassed and used as ais OSal areas.
Gradually old 9.1med sections vegetate and become stable.

There is a close relationship between the

amount of clearing and the type of land use

While planning is usually carried out on

developed farms where the existing land use
to be practised. The greater the dependence may have proved unsuitable, planning of
of the product upon artificial conditions pro- virgin land may sometimes be required. Here
duced by cultivation, irrigation and other rapid development is usually desirable so
intensive cultural practices the greater is the that early income can be used for further
degree of clearing required.

capital works.

Arable land is usually completely cleared.
Sometimes this involves determining
Undulating land may be cleared, but with priority of development between the more
areas of timber left for windbreaks, shelter fertile but also more heavily timbered areas,
and the less productive but more easily
belts, woodlots, or for protection of major cleared
lands,
watercourses. Lands suitable for grazing
but not cultivation are best left partiaUy
In practice the areas offering highest recleared (open parkland); while land not
SRIited to any of the above uses should be

left under natural cover.

There are many variations from these

principles, indicating a greater or lesser intensity of land use. For instance excessively

deared steep grazing lands are often also

overstocked, representing attempts to use

turn on capital investment should be

developed first. The time taken to bring the
respective areas into production can play a

critical part in a cost analysis.

When planning is carried out in advance,

strips or clumps of timber can be left where
required. Later, when fences and roads are

built, costly tree planting win not be neces-

this land beyond its capacity. The opposite sary and mature trees will be immediately

may be seen where potentially arable land available for stock shelter and other fann
is left under less productive forest.
purposes.

I
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The correct siting of fann buildings is an important aspect of farm planning. These will be
placed close to the centre of farm activities, with easy access both to other parts of the
farm and to town.

Where existing farms are to be replanned

it is possible that timbered areas which could
be cleared to advantage still remain; some

paddocks unsuitable for cropping may have
been cultivated; and some parts which could

be cropped have been used for grazing and
left in a partly cleared state.
In the new plan, advantage should be

taken of existing trees. Fences to be replaced
should, where possible, be relocated so as to

indude shade in paddocks which previously
had none. Other areas may be fenced out

so that newly planted trees can be readily
protected from the stock.

It is generally accepted that shade and

The best location for woodlots and sheI-

ter belts may be open to individual choice.
Natural creeks, as distinct from recently

formed gullies, are usually tree-lined; watering points and hilltops may be favoured
places for shelter belts and stock camps;
windbreaks are usually located along fences

at right angles to the prevailing wind and
especially on orchard country, along the
crest of ridges.
In treeless country where shelter belts
are to be established, the corners of paddocks are often selected, because then a
short fence across the corner gives protection
from stock or vermin.
WATER SUPPLY

shelter for stock is desirable. Other trees

Consideration of the water disposal pat-

may be required for general farm building
and fencing requirements, or purely for

tern for the farm, and of access problems
posed by soil conservation works, can be
major factors in the overall farm layout.

aesthetic purposes. On many farms trees can

play a valuable role in erosion mitigation.

Often too, this is an aspect of design largely

The Forestry Commission win provide overlooked by the farm operator, who may
additional detailed advice on the planting not appreciate the fullimplications of new
and management of trees on the farm.

proposals.

r:'~
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An factors involved in soil conservation

design cannot be considered here, and guid-

With livestock playing such a significant

part it is desirable to provide water in every

farm planner or local Soil Conservation

anCG can be obtained from an experienced

paddock. In lang^ paddocks, water points

officer. However some appreciation of the

have to walk far to water and, conversely,

agement and upon water supply is desirable.
Contour banking systems may require re-

water to prevent them from grazing effectively the whole of the paddock.

effect of soil conservation works on man-

location of fences and roads. Access cross-

ings over the banks may also be needed
for efficient management. Waterways can
often be fenced out and serve as part of
the subdivision programme, while the diversion of run-off can convert a series of narrow

catchments into large bays suitable for CUI-

tivation. The design will also assist in

locating surface storages for stock or

should be so distributed that stock do not

that they do not have too far to walk from

A water point in one corner of a 200 hectare paddock means that the remote areas

of the paddock may have pastures going to

waste, whilst severe grazing of the area near

the water results in depletion of cover, guny
erosion, and consequent silting up of

fences and dams.

It follows that in planning layout on small

farms with small paddocks, the siting of

domestic water at bank or waterway outlets.
Another aspect of planning which cannot

watering points in paddock corners, each

be readily divorced from the desigy of soil

and most economical. With larger areas

merit of the fann, for stock and domestic
use or for irrigation. More detailed infonna-

more than one corner of the paddock is

tion on the development of surface or under-

located water point in each paddock may

conservation works is the water require-

ground farm water resources is available on
request from the Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission.

serving several paddocks, may be adequate

these arrangements may stm be adequate if

used in this way. Otherwise a centraUy

be more suitable. Alternatively, allowance

can be made for one initial watering point

to a paddock, with additional sites to be

In planning lay-out, consideration of developed later.
Stock water may come from various
Water for domestic purposes plays an jin- sources-permanent streams, underground
portant part in determining where the homesupplies tapped by weUs or bores, surface
stead is to be located and may sometimes
even deternitne whether there is to be one tanks or dams. It may be used in situ, or
on the farm at all. Where irrigation is pro- can be piped to troughs in more suitable
posed this can be perhaps as important as locations. Combinations of these may at
times be used, but it is most important that
any other factor in overan design.
the fann plan designer is aware of all POSAustralian agriculture can be described sible sources of water throughout the farm,
as highly capitalized but extensive. Within so that the overan plan can be oriented to
it can be found examples of every phase, available or potential water points.
stock water is by far the most critical.

from livestock running on urnmproved

natural pastures, through the spectrum of
livestock on improved pastures, fodder
crops and pastures, livestock and cereal

Where alternative sources of supply are

available it is important to consider not only

which is the cheapest and most reliable, but

cash cropp^Ig (mixed farimng), to intensive
cropping withoutlivestock. '
With the exception of this last category,
and this is an extremely small proportion
of the total number of farms, livestock play

also which arrows the most suitable ^arm
layout when combined with other desigy

whole farm management usually centres

off water in gully structures to prevent erosion, then it is very likely that the cheapest

a very important role. This is because the

around pastures, often grown in rotation

with wheat or other crops.

factors. The effect of possible alternatives
may also influence consideration of other

aspects of the planned fann development.
If it is necessary to impound surface runcourse is to combine erosion control with

^.-^-J
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fann water supplies. Similarly catch drains quate catchments. Where these are not
to gully control structures, or to structures available and water supply is a problem, the
built solely for farm water supplies, may at position can sometimes be relieved by mowthe same time be graded banks meeting ing and baling, or eating out the immediate
essential erosion control requirements.
catchment by heavy stocking, to permit a
Such design permits better use of the land, quick run-off should rains occur.
while at the same time reducing erosion and
Special sealed catchments to augment
siltation of water storages.
paddock run-off are a recent development
In considering location and size of struc-

where other methods are not suitable.

Another possibility is the use of larger and

urestoimpoundrun-off, themamproblem d t 11
Structure and run-off potential of the catch, GSS reqUent GaVy Storms and to provide

merit ariadequatedroughtreserve.
merit.
quaerougreserve.
This potential does not depend directly

on catchment area, but rather on this and a
wide variety of other catchment factors. A

small catchment with little grass cover and
impervious soil could be more productive
than a much larger area with dense pasture
cover on a soil with a high infiltration capacity, because it would yield run-off more
frequently and would shed a higher proportion of each run-off producing rain.
In farm layout design, consideration of

future fann management is necessary,

especially in the planning of water supplies.
As management efficiency and stocking rates
increase there is a tendency toward more
subdivision, and the need for an adequate
and reliable water supply increases.
The recent development of wool produc-

ing methods involving high carrying capa-

FARM BUILDINGS

The location of the main centre of activi-

ties on the farm, the fannstead, is extremely

important in management and planning.
These bulldings represent not only a major

investment, and one where the farmer and

his family willspend a large proportion of
time; but they are also usually related to
many of the operations of farming.
Unfortunately, in many cases the planner

is faced with the situation that removal or

replacement of existing buildings is not

possible, even thoug^ the site may not be
the most suitable available or even desirable

for efficient farm management.
However, farm development is a long
term project, and sometimes it is possible
to plan other developments so that the

cities under subsistence grazing in small buildings can be. relocated when a suitable
Gridosures, for instance, makes the piping opportunity arises. In fact, the new site can
of water to troughs both necessary and be developed beforehand and trees and
economical. The use of pipes to Teticulate shrubs planted in appropriate areas so that

water becomes less economic on more ex.

tensive properties, where more piping per
animal would be needed.

the eventual move can be carried out with
a minimum of inconvenience.

IdealIy, the farmstead should be at the

Where an erodible soil makes absorption focal centre of activities. As not all activities
type of soil conservation works necessary, or take place on the farm, the focal centre will
where high quality pastures are developed lie somewhere along a line connecting the
on the catchment of existing water supply centres of "on-farm" and the "off-farm"
darns, it may be necessary to supplement activities. The "off-farm" activities occur
these dams by structures built on more

efficient catchments or by the use of underground water.

mainly between the farm and the local sorvice town.

In short, the farmstead should be placed

Both farm and public roads are most

at or about the centre of fann activities but

suitable as "quick" catchments for darns and

with a bias towards the local township. The
extent of this external influence depends on

tanks, and may be used to augment made-

.
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this proximity and on the frequency and natural access to the farm road system, of
nature of activities which occur between which it should usually be the focal point.
town and farm. These activities in turn The most usualobstades to good access to
depend upon social needs and the type of all points of the fann are big gumes or
fanning being practised.
natural creeks and steep hills.
They would be very strong in the case
Aesthetic features are important; a well
of a dairy farm with a milk run and a school drained, gently sloping site raised a little
bus. 011the other hand, they win be nitni- above the general level to command a good
mat irithe case of a remote grazing property view, but not so high as to be exposed to
where children are taught by correspon- bleak or hot winds, with fertile, welldrained
dence.
sandy loam soil suitable for garden, and for
shrubs and trees, is preferable.
The centre of on-farm activities depends
Within the farmstead the home should
very much on the soiltypes, the land classes
and the types of production on the farm. be separate, screened from sheds and yards,
There may, for example, be a large area of and far enough from stock concentrations
second class, biny grazing land on one side to minimize dust and odour problems. Trees

of the farm, slightly undulating arable land and shrubs are a great asset. The various
in the centre and a very terme, highly pro- sheds should be sufficiently close to one
ductive river flat on the other side. Prac- another for ease and efficiency but spaced

ticaUy all of the cultivation work will be so that fire in one does not endanger all.
done on the river fiat and adjacent arable Finally, of course, the special wishes of the
lands. In such a case the centre of farnitng farmer and his family will, especally in
activities would be found here, and hence respect of the farmhouse, greatly influence
the farmstead would probably be located in any relocation proposals.
this general area.
Unfortunately, despite the suggestions
In addition to the foregoing principles, it made in this section, in many cases the high

is necessary that the farmstead have good proportion of investment on existing farm
access to the most suitable public road. For buildings will not permit relocation. In such
the sake of privacy it should not be located circumstances the planner must make the

right at the road. It should also have easy best of the existing site.
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The objective in farm layout should be the fitting of the land use to the soils topography

complex in such a way that the production potential for each unit of land is realized while at
the same time efficient management is facilitated. A landscape such as that above is a
challenge to the expert in farm layout.

This is one of a series of technical publications issued to assist landholders and others in
their soil erosion problems. Extension Handbook No. 3, "Planning Land Use" dealt with
general principles of land use planning.
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Using every acre according to its capability and protecting it according to its needs is a
principle inherenti, I any practicalsoil conservation planning scheme. Here we~see a or, io

'of a plan where land capability classes and farm layout have been determined.

